Phosphorylation by MAPK regulates simian immunodeficiency virus Vpx protein nuclear import and virus infectivity.
Transport of the viral genome into the nucleus required phosphorylation of components in the preintegration complex by virion-associated host cellular kinases. In this study, we showed that ERK-2/MAPK is associated with simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) virions and regulated the nuclear transport of Vpx and virus replication in non-proliferating target cells by phosphorylating Vpx. Suppression of the virion-associated ERK-2 activity by MAPK pathway inhibitors impaired both Vpx nuclear import and viral infectivity without affecting virus particle maturation and release. In addition, mutation analysis indicated that the inactivation of Vpx phosphorylation precluded nuclear import and reduced virus replication in macrophage cultures, even when functional integrase and Gag matrix proteins implicated in viral preintegration complex nuclear import are present. In this study, we also showed that co-localization of Vpx with Gag precursor in the cytoplasm is a prerequisite for Vpx incorporation into virus particles. Substitution of hydrophobic Leu-74 and Ile-75 with serines in the helical domain abrogated Vpx nuclear import, and its incorporation into virus particles, despite its localization in the cytoplasm, suggested that the structural integrity of helical domains is critical for Vpx functions. Taken together, these studies demonstrated that the host cell MAPK signal transduction pathway regulated an early step in SIV infection.